
" " supernovae. [Use
quotes and

[Put some sentence here
saying that this provides an
unusually strong, complete
time history of spectra for
this supernovae.]

[Don't start new
paragraph here in
the middle of
abstract.]

[Add more
references
here -- take
them from the
beginning of
the Knop et al
paper.]

[I think both
these
numbers are
higher than
the ones we
want to use
here --
although the
wording will
have to
correspond.]

finding

that are close matches to well-studied

and similarities

Supernova Cosmology Project (SCP)

together with ... [add other
search partner groups here]

[Is there a conclusion that could be stated here in the abstract?  For example,
does this data suggest that this SN is in fact a link between normals and 91T
-like SNe?  Can we say anything about why this is important for non-experts?]



further discussion 



approaches?  -- check which
it is that's correct to say here.



[If we are
giving a review
of this
mechanism,
we probably
should make
sure that we
are citing all
the right
people -- check
with Branch,
too?]



[What does
this mean?]

these

[Why is this
sentence
here in the
story?]

[does this mean
"because of FeII
contamination"?]



due to [?}

[Where is IME = "intermediate mass elements" defined.   (I probably just
missed it, but if this abbreviation isn't used too many times then it probably
should just be spelled out so as not to confuse the less knowledgable readers.]







[Can any very
rough bound,
however,  be
given here for
the systematic
uncertainty?]

published [Citations?]

primarily

similar

appear clearly [?]

appearance







Don't forget to
un
pell-check.]

[Check
English
here,
including
plurals.]

component that [??]

[somehow?]

flattens 

[insert comma]



because [?] turns out 

it



it

[plural]

were made

Special care was taken in 

at these epochs



Further evidence will be presented

[Should this
be, "this
evidence" or
"these
points"?]

[Re-word]

[Not quite
clear what
is
considered
probable,
and by
whom]

[This sounds like it means "to keep refueling the
inner layers that have the original composition",
but you may want it to mean "to keep refueling
the inner layers with new material that has the
original composition."]

[It's very
hard to
figure out
here why
this paper
is
describing
these
different
suggestions
.   Are
these
alternatives
to CIII that
our data
rules out? 
Make this
clearer.]

Further confidence in this identification will require

[Since this is now the Discussion part of the paper, it
would be good if each of these sub-sections could make
very clear why the particular point under question is
important for the larger scientific question of how we will
understand and use these supernovae.   Not quite done
for 7.2, for example.]



twice that of

plural/singular?]

Check the
nglish in

his section.]

is

A higher

[Can anything be said here to make it clear to the non-experts
in the field why this would be important?]

[The one improvement to this paper that would really help it get past the editors and the referees and get it published quickly would
be if we can just find a few simple ways to make it really, really clear (1) what the key questions are that it is answering, (2) what our
answers are, and (3) why these questions matter to understanding supernovae in general and/or to understanding them for the
purpose of cosmology measurements in particular.   I think this can be done without much more work, but it does need careful
attention to the wording and emphasis of the opening, the discussion, and the conclusion (and the abstract, too).]

[This is all
really
good
stuff, but
it is not
quite
clear
what it is
all getting
 at -- it's
just a little
too much
of a list of
points. 
What is
*our*
argument
we want
to make
here?]

I think this paper might need a rather extensive
acknowledgement section, given all of the telescopes (and
funding) that were used to accomplish the project -- and also
all the different teams that had to coordinate their work.






